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Sustainable orientation of polar molecules induced by half-cycle pulses

A. Matos-Abiague* and J. Berakdar†

Max-Planck Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, 06120 Halle, Germany
~Received 8 September 2003; published 18 December 2003!

Subjecting polar linear molecules to appropriately designed half-cycle electromagnetic pulses induces strong
orientation of the molecules. This is deduced by inspecting the quantum dynamics within a simplified model
which yields analytical conditions for the parameters of the pulses that lead to strong molecular orientation
sustainable for hundreds of picoseconds. These analytical predictions are largely confirmed by a full numerical
time-dependent study of the orientation process for NaI molecules. Further strategies for increasing and main-
taining the molecular orientation are proposed and numerically illustrated. Our finite-temperature calculations
demonstrate that the molecular orientation persists at considerable temperatures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In most cases chemical reactions are sensitive to the
tive orientations of the reactants@1–3#. Therefore it is highly
desirable to develop a strategy for orienting the molecule
a particular way and in a controlled manner. This is also t
for laser-induced isomerization@4#, molecular trapping@5#,
catalysis@6#, high-order harmonic generation@7#, and nano-
fabrication employing laser focusing of molecular bea
@5,8#.

It is well known @7,9–15# that orienting or aligning mol-
ecules can be achieved in several ways using static or t
dependent electromagnetic fields. Of particular interest
the present study is the possibility of inducing a strong o
entation of a polar linear molecule by subjecting it to ele
tromagnetic half-cycle pulses~HCPs!. This is insofar inter-
esting as by applying a HCP molecular orientation
achievable without disturbing the electronic and vibratio
modes of the molecule@11,12,14#. When the pulse is turned
off the molecule remains oriented@11–13#. In previous stud-
ies it has been shown that, for postpulse times, a mode
molecular orientation persists for a few picoseconds o
@7,9–13#.

We show in the present study that following a certa
scheme specified below, a strong~compared to previous
strategies! molecular orientation is achievable using HCP
This molecular orientation can be maintained up to hundr
of picoseconds. The basic idea is to find the parameters
designing the appropriate train of ultrashort HCPs. To t
end, we start by inspecting a simple analytical model t
consists of a two-level system subject to a train of ultrash
HCPs. This model is too crude for describing all the facets
the quantum dynamics of the molecule. However, as sho
below, it is useful insofar as the parameters of the optim
pulse sequence can be deduced analytically~for achieving
maximal orientation!. The analytical predictions are then em
ployed as a rough guide for more elaborated studies of
time evolution of the molecule under the action of the d
signed train of HCPs. Below, we present and analyze
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numerical calculations of the time-dependent probabi
density as well as of the molecular orientation as obtain
from an ~numerically! exact solution of the time-depende
Schrödinger equation. Further numerical strategies for
creasing and maintaining the molecular orientation are a
proposed and demonstrated by numerical examples. T
schemes include the whole spectrum and hence are be
the capability of the two-level model. The calculations a
also performed at finite temperatures, and it is demonstra
that considerable molecular orientation can be induced
maintained at temperatures as high as 10 K.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provi
the details of the theoretical model utilized for studying t
time evolution of a diatomic molecule subject to a seque
of HCPs. A two-level system approximation is also dev
oped in Sec. II, and the time dependence of the molec
orientation is studied using this analytical model. Calcu
tional details and the results are discussed in Secs. III and
respectively. Finally, a brief summary is given in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

A. Model

In this study we are concerned with a diatomic molec
that resides in the electronic ground state. We consider th
molecules that have a relatively large permanent dipole m
ment and a large moment of inertia, as a prototypical
ample we study below NaI. The molecule is subject to a tr
of ultrashort HCPs. The HCPs are chosen such that the
ration of a single HCP is much smaller than the rotatio
period t rot of the molecule~for NaI t rot5138 ps). HCPs
with these characteristics are readily available nowada
HCPs with peak fields of several hundreds of kV/cm and
duration in the subpicosecond regime are achievable@16,17#.
Of particular importance for this study is the ability of d
signing trains of ultrashort HCPs@18–20#.

Below, we employ HCPs that have a duration of the ord
of 0.5–1 ps. The peak amplitudes of the HCPs are up to
kV/cm. These parameters of the peak HCP amplitudes en
that the molecule is not damaged upon the action of
HCPs train@11,12#. In addition, vibrational modes are no
excited by such pluses@11,12#. It should be noted at this
stage that, according to Maxwell’s equations for a free
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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propagating electromagnetic wave, the time integral over
electric field should be zero. Hence, a HCP is in fac
strongly asymmetric monocycle pulse that consists of a v
short, strong half-cycle~only this part is usually referred to
as a HCP!, followed by a much slower half-cycle of an op
posite polarity and a much smaller amplitude~called the
HCP tail!. Typical pulse amplitude asymmetry is 13:1. F
the present molecule and for the specific parameters of
HCP used below it turned out that the tail of the HCP h
hardly an influence on the results shown below.

For the properties of the molecule and the HCPs, as sp
fied above, the quantum dynamics of the molecule subjec
the HCP is correctly described by the rigid-rotor approxim
tion @10–12#. Within this approximation the dynamics of th
system is determined by the following time-depend
Schrödinger equation:

i\
]C~u,f,t !

]t
5FL2

2I
2m0V~ t !cos~u!GC~u,f,t !. ~1!

We consider a diatomic molecule with a permanent dip
momentm0. The reduced mass of the nuclei is denoted bym.
The moment of inertia at the internuclear equilibrium d
tance R0 is referred to asI 5mR0

2 and L is the angular-
momentum operator. The polar and the azimuthal angles
tween the molecular axis and the applied field are deno
respectively, byu and f. As can be seen from Eq.~1! the
applied HCPs are supposed to be linearly polarized wit
time-dependent envelopeV(t). In the impulsive approxima-
tion, the shape functionV(t) is described satisfactorily by
series ofN consecutivekicks, i.e.,

V~ t !5 (
k51

N

Dpkd~ t2tk!. ~2!

The time at which thekth pulse is applied is denoted bytk .
The quantityDpk is the area enclosed by thekth pulse~the
time integral over the pulse!, i.e., the momentum transferre
to the molecule by thekth pulse.

If the applied HCPs are linearly polarized and in the a
sence of any other symmetry breaking fields the molec
retains the cylindrical symmetry around the molecular ax
As a consequence, the projection of the angular momen
MJ onto the field polarization axis is conserved. The tim
dependent wave function that describes the quantum dyn
ics of the molecule under the action of the HCPs can
written as an expansion in terms of the stationary eigensta
namely,

CM~u,f,t !5 (
J50

Jmax

CJ,M~ t !YJ,M~u,f!. ~3!

We assume that the initial value ofMJ is M. YJ,M(u,f) are
the spherical harmonics, andJmax is the highest eigenstat
which is relevant for the time evolution of the system.

Substituting Eq.~3! into Eq. ~1! we obtain the following
system of differential equations for determining the exp
sion coefficients:
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i\
]CM~ t !

]t
5EMCM~ t !2m0V~ t !UMCM~ t !, ~4!

whereCM(t) is a vector of the form

CM~ t !5„C0,M~ t !,C1,M~ t !, . . . ,CJmax ,M~ t !…T. ~5!

The matrixUM is composed of the elements

UJM,J8M5^YJ,M~u,f!ucosuuYJ8,M~u,f!&. ~6!

Furthermore, we define

EM5diag~E0,M ,E1,M , . . . ,EJmax ,M !, ~7!

where EJ,M are the eigenenergies of the unperturbed m
ecule.

Integrating Eq.~4! over the time we obtain the following
stroboscopic map fromt5tk to t5tk11:

CM
(k11)5ei (m0Dpk/\)UMe2( i /\)EM(tk112tk)CM

(k) . ~8!

In this relation we introduced the notationCM
(n)5CM(tn) and

employed the initial conditionCM
(0)5CM(t50). In addition

to the stroboscopic description@Eq. ~8!# of the wave-function
evolution, a~continuous! propagation between consecutiv
pulses is performed. This can be done by noting that betw
consecutive kicks the system evolves field-free. Therefo
the system dynamics can be described in the time inter
tk<t,tk11 by

CM~ t !5e2( i /\)EM(t2tk)CM
(k) , tk<t,tk11 . ~9!

Alternating Eqs.~8! and ~9! the all-time evolution of the
system is obtained.

The degree of the orientation of the molecule can be ch
acterized by the expectation value

^cosu&M~ t !5^CM~u,f,t !ucosuuCM~u,f,t !&. ~10!

The orientation parameter^cosu&M(t) varies in the interval
@21,1#. Perfect orientation is signified by an extremal val
of ^cosu&M(t). A direct visual picture of the overall quantum
dynamics of the system is offered by the angular-resolv
time-dependent probability density

PM~u,t !5E
0

2p

uCM~u,f,t !u2df. ~11!

The quantitieŝ cosu&M(t) and PM(u,t) are the central ob-
jects of the analytical and the numerical analysis presente
the following sections.

Due to the smallness of the rotational level spacing
rotational modes can be thermally excited. Therefore, a r
istic treatment has to include the effects of finite tempe
turesT and to include the thermal average. For the orien
tion parameter the thermal average^^cosu&&(t) is obtained at
low temperatures from the relation
1-2
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SUSTAINABLE ORIENTATION OF POLAR MOLECULES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 063411 ~2003!
^^cosu&&~ t !5Z21 (
J50

Jmax

P~J! (
MJ52J

J

^cosu&J,MJ
~ t !.

~12!

In the equation abovêcosu&J,MJ
refers to the orientation

parameter corresponding to a molecule initially in t
uJ,MJ& stationary state. The function

P~J!5expF2BJ~J11!

kBT G ~13!

is the Boltzmann distribution function associated with t
rotational states.B5\2/(2I ) is the rotational constant of th
molecule andkB is the Boltzmann constant. The partitio
function is denoted by

Z5 (
J50

Jmax

~2J11!P~J!. ~14!

B. Two-level system approximation

For a clear understanding of the time evolution of t
system we develop in this section a two-level system
proximation~TLSA!. This approximation is based on the a
sumption that only the two lowest eigenstates are involve
the system evolution. The TLSA is in general of a limite
validity, in particular it breaks down with increasing tem
peratures and/or for strong HCPs. Under appropriately c
sen conditions, however, the TLSA provides a useful a
comprehensive picture of the evolution of the system. In
dition, as detailed below it is possible to deduce from t
model analytical conditions for optimal control of the m
lecular orientation.

Within the TLSA the complex vectorCM reduces to a
two-dimensional spinor. For our purpose it is convenient
perform a transformation from the spinor space to a r
space. It can be done through a transition from SU~2! to
SO~3! by introducing the Bloch vectorB5(Bx ,By ,Bz)
whose components are given by

Bi5CM
† s iCM , i 5x,y,z, ~15!

wheres i represent the Pauli matrices. The evolution of t
system is then described by rotations of the real vectoB
with the constraintuBu51 imposed by the normalization o
the wave function.

From Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and ~15! we obtain that the action o
the kth pulse on the system is determined, in the Blo
space, by the following relation:

B~ tk!5S 1 0 0

0 cosak 2sinak

0 sinak cosak

D B~ tk
2!, ~16!

where

ak5
2m0Dpk

\A3
, ~17!
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25tk2e ~with e→01) and tk refer to the times just

before and right after thekth pulse, respectively. On th
other hand the field-free evolution of the system in the ti
intervalstk<t,tk11 is determined by

B~ t !5S cosbk 2sinbk 0

sinbk cosbk 0

0 0 1
D B~ tk!, ~18!

where

bk5
2p~ t2tk!

t rot
~19!

andt rot denotes the rotational period of the molecule. Equ
tions ~16! and~18! offer a clear geometrical interpretation o
the evolution of the system. The action of thekth pulse rep-
resents a counterclockwise rotation of the Bloch vectorB by
an angleak round thex axis, while the field-free motion
between thekth and the (k11)th pulses amounts to rotatin
B counterclockwise by an anglebk round thez axis.

Within the TLSA the orientation parameter@Eq. ~10!# can
be rewritten in terms of the Bloch vector as follows:

^cosu&M~ t !5
1

A3
Bx~ t !. ~20!

In the Bloch space, the initial state of the system is given
the vector~0,0,1! ~note that this vector is invariant to rota
tions round thez axis, i.e., it actually represents a stationa
state!, while the state of optimal orientation corresponds
the vector~1,0,0! @see Eq.~20!#. The process of inducing
molecular orientation consists then in transforming the v
tor ~0,0,1! into ~1,0,0! through rotations around thex and z
axes. One then searches for pulse parameters of field-ind
rotations that leave quasi-invariant the Bloch vector~1,0,0!
corresponding to the optimal molecular orientation. Th
simple geometrical interpretation leads to the procedure
lustrated in Fig. 1 for inducing and maintaining the molec
lar orientation of a molecule initially in its rotational groun
state. One applies, att5t1

252e (e→01), an auxiliary
pulse with a peak amplitude such thata15p/2 and the initial
Bloch vector~0,0,1! evolves to (0,21,0) @see Fig. 1~a!#. Af-
ter a subsequent time delay, att5t2

25(t rot/4)1g2e (g
!t rot/4, e→01), the Bloch vector evolves as shown in Fi
1~b! and the molecule is well oriented@note that now the
vector B is close to the vector~1,0,0! corresponding to the
optimal molecular orientation#. Figure 1~c! shows the Bloch
vector att5t2, after the application of a second pulse at
5t2

2 with pulse parameters such thata25p. Then, upon a
time delay 2g, the Bloch vector evolves again to the positio
depicted in Fig. 1~b!. Iterating this procedure the Bloch vec
tor oscillates between the positions displayed in Figs. 1~b!
and 1~c!, i.e., in a close vicinity of the vector~1,0,0!. Thus,
following this scheme the molecule attains and mainta
nearly its maximal orientation̂cosu&'1/A3 @see Eq.~20!#
until the train of pulses is turned off.
1-3
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Summarizing, the TLSA leads to the following sequen
of HCPs for a large sustainable molecular orientation: O
applies, at first, an auxiliary pulse with a peak amplitude t
provides the kickDp15A3\p/(4m0) ~i.e., a15p/2) and,
after a time delayt22t15(t rot/4)1g, a periodic train of
HCPs with periodtp'2g and Dpk52Dp1 (k.1). The
value ofg can be arbitrarily chosen within the restrictiong
!t rot/4 but not too small~to avoid the overlap of consecu
tive pulses!.

The geometrical interpretation discussed above offers
following physical picture of the evolution of the syste
which serves as the basis for the control schemes prop
here ~it will be shown below that this picture is not onl
valid for TLSA but also viable for the general case!. The
application of an auxiliary HCP~or several auxiliary pulses
as discussed in the following section! creates a rotationa
wave packet. Applying the external field the molecule beg
to orientate along the field direction until it reaches a ma
mum orientation. We recall that the molecules conside
here have a large moment of inertia. Therefore, once
maximum molecular orientation is achieved, the molec
reverses its rotational motion to orientation in the oppos
direction. This process of reaching maximal orientation f
lowed by orientation reversal is periodically repeated. Thi
because after the pulse has passed by, the molecule ev
in a field-free fashion. Strong molecular orientation is on

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Geometrical illustration of the time evo
lution of the system.~a! The Bloch vector att5t150. ~b! The
Bloch vector at t5t2

25(t rot/4)1g2e (g!t rot/4, e→01). ~c!
The position of the Bloch vector at the timet5t2.
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achieved at time intervals close to the time at which
molecule reaches its optimal orientation. As a result of t
behavior, if we subject the molecule only to a single pu
we cannot achieve a sustainable molecular orientation
fact, within a rotational period, the time average of the o
entation parameter vanishes@11,12#.

The above picture of the creation and the time evolut
of the molecular orientation changes if a second HCP is
plied at the time when the molecule reaches the maxi
orientation ~due to the first HCP! and starts to reverse it
rotational motion@cf. Fig. 1~b!#. Provided the second pulse
strong enough, a new reversal of the rotational wave pac
motion is induced. Consequently, the molecule returns to
maximal orientation@cf. Fig. 1~c!#.

From the above we conclude that the application of s
eral appropriately designed pulses renders possible the
ation of sustainable molecular orientation lasting as long
the duration of the train of HCPs. The ideas behind t
scheme are also valid in the general case when all the le
participate in the evolution of the system. The key quest
for practical implementation of the scheme is how to det
mine the parameters of the required pulses. The first hint
answering this question was provided by our discussion
the TLSA. However, as the TLSA is not valid for arbitrar
values of the pulse parameters and is expected to fail e
cially when increasing temperatures, we also performed
numerical calculations for the optimization of the molecu
orientation. These calculations are discussed in the follow
sections.

III. CALCULATION DETAILS

In the general case, when subjecting the molecule t
strong HCP at finiteT, a large number of levels has to b
included for a proper treatment of the time evolution of t
system. An analytical approach becomes then intractable
one has to resort to full numerical methods. This sect
provides the details of the numerical model for optimizi
the molecular orientation.

To obtain the wave function@Eq. ~3!# one has to deter-
mine the expansion coefficients. Those are deduced from
~9! between consecutive pulses and from the matching c
ditions, Eq.~8!, at the time steps when the pulses are appli
The quantities characterizing the molecular orientation
then evaluated using Eqs.~10! and~11!. The highest relevan
angular-momentum valueJmax of J is determined by inspect
ing the convergence condition

(
J50

Jmax

(
MJ52J

J

uCJ,Mu2'1, ~21!

which states that the angular-momentum states beyondJmax
are irrelevant.

In this work we study NaI molecules. This particular mo
ecule is chosen as prototypical example for a polar molec
with a large moment of inertia~the rotational constantB
'0.12 cm21) and has a permanent dipolem059.2D. As
stated in the Introduction, for the treatment of the HC
within the impulsive approximation, it is essential for th
1-4
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SUSTAINABLE ORIENTATION OF POLAR MOLECULES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 063411 ~2003!
rotational periodt rot to be much larger than the pulse dur
tions (;0.5–1 ps). This condition is well fulfilled for Na
since its rotational period ist rot5138 ps. Thus the sudde
approximation@Eq. ~2!# is justified and used throughout th
calculations. As done in Ref.@12#, we assume sine-squar
HCPs with peak amplitudesFk up to 600 kV/cm and dura
tions in the range ofd;0.5–1 ps. The pulse areas are th
obtained asDpk5Fkd/2. A reasonable choice for the ratioR
of the pulse duration as compared to the time delay betw
them is essential. This choice has to be made in such a
as to avoid the overlap of consecutive pulses. In the pre
study we employ for this ratio a maximum ofR51/8.

The calculations were performed for the scheme provi
by the TLSA in the preceding section, and further schem
based on applying multiple auxiliary pulses and a subseq
train of HCPs for optimizing the molecular orientation we
also numerically implemented, as discussed in the follow
section.

IV. RESULTS

In order to test the predictions of Sec. II B, we perform
a full-fledged numerical calculation with the pulse para
eters predicted by the TLSA. The results are shown in F
2~a!, where the time dependence of the orientation param
is displayed. As clear from Fig. 2~a!, the TLSA ~solid line!
cannot reproduce quantitatively the full dynamics of the s
tem ~dashed line!, but it is in qualitative agreement with th
numerical calculation, showing that the scheme suggeste
Sec. II B for inducing an efficient and sustainable molecu
orientation is essentially valid even when all the levels
incorporated in the system evolution. A further useful qua
tity for the understanding of the time evolution of the syste
is the angular and time-resolved probability densityP(u,t)

FIG. 2. ~Color online! ~a! The time dependence of the orient
tion parameter̂ cosu& in units of the rotational period of the mol
ecule. The pulse width is 1 ps ('0.0072t rot). The optimal orienta-
tion pulse parameters are derived from the TLSA@ t150, t2

539.5 ps ('0.29t rot), tk5t21(k22)tp , tp510 ps
('0.072t rot), F1593.5 kV/cm, andFk5187 kV/cm (k>2)]. The
results of the TLSA~solid curve! are shown along with the ful
numerical calculations~dashed curve!. ~b! Numerical results~in-
cluding all the spectrum! for the angular and time dependence
the probability densityP(u,t) normalized to its maximum value
Pmax. The pulse parameters are the same as in~a!.
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which is shown in Fig. 2~b!. Initially @before applying the
first pulse (t,0)], the probability densityP(u,t) is isotro-
pically distributed, signifying the absence of orientation. A
ter the application of the second pulse the angular distri
tion of P(u,t) is squeezed in a localized region aroundu
50 @cf. Fig. 2~b!#. The strong localization~orientation! ef-
fect is time dependent and lasts fort f'250 ps ~i.e., t f
'1.8t rot). When the HCPs train is over the system evolv
in a field-free manner with the rotational period of the mo
ecule, regaining again its strong orientation att't f1t rot .

The TLSA guided us to the procedure of Fig. 2 whic
compared to previous schemes~e.g., Refs.@9–13#!, yields a
strong and sustainable molecular orientation. On the o
hand, the full numerical results indicate the possibility
achieving even stronger orientation when higher levels
included ~see Fig. 2!. Therefore, we envisage a secon
scheme based on applying two auxiliary pulses. Within t
scheme we apply at first two auxiliary pulses for induci
strong orientation. The duration of the pulses is set to 1
('0.0072t rot) and the time delay between them to 36 p
('0.26t rot). Note that the time delay assumed is a few
cosecond smaller than the value provided by the TLSA~39.5
ps! in order to take into account that when higher levels
included the orientation after the first pulse occurs faster t
within the TLSA@see Fig. 2~a!#. The strengthsF1 andF2 of
the pulses are then numerically determined by imposing
condition ^cosu&.0.8. Several combinations obey this r
quirement, here we just show some of them in Fig. 3.

The results displayed in Fig. 3 are in agreement w
those reported in Ref.@15#, where an accumulative squeezin
approach for inducing strong orientation is proposed. T
scheme of Ref.@15# is based on the application of a sequen
of pulses. Each pulse is then applied when the molec
after application of the previous pulse, reaches its maxim
orientation~a similar behavior can be appreciated in Fig.!.
We note, however, that the accumulative squeezing appro

FIG. 3. ~Color online! ~a! Time dependence of the orientatio
parameter̂ cosu& obtained with a first pulse applied att150 and a
second one att2536 ps ('0.26t rot) for different values of their
strengths. Dashed line corresponds toF1550 kV/cm and F2

5240 kV/cm. Solid and dash-dotted lines correspond toF1

560 kV/cm and F25220 kV/cm, and F1570 kV/cm and F2

5420 kV/cm, respectively.~b! Normalized angular distribution o
the probability density corresponding to the dash-dotted line in~a!
as a function of time andu.
1-5
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proposed in Ref.@15# requires the time delay between co
secutive pulses to decrease exponentially with the numbe
pulses, making the scheme too restrictive when a large n
ber of pulses need to be considered~in an actual experimen
tal situation the procedure will lead to the overlapping of t
pulses!. The authors of Ref.@15# proposed then to overcom
this problem by the introduction of thet rot shift ~during
which the time average of the orientation is zero! between
the pulses. Consequently, within the accumulative squee
approach the molecular orientation is not sustainable~in the
sense that between the successive times at which the
ecule is well oriented, the time average of the orientation
zero!. As suggested by the TLSA, to maintain the molecu
orientation induced by the auxiliary pulses for times of t
order oft rot or larger, the pulses have to be applied after
molecule has reversed its rotational motion, i.e., at cer
delay time after the molecule reaches its optimal orientat

Once the parameters of the two auxiliary pulses that l
to a strong orientation have been determined, a periodic t
of HCPs which maintains the strong molecular orientation
applied. The optimal peak field and the period of the pul
are found by fixing the values of the pulse width~we as-
sumed 1 ps! and setting the timet3 of application of the train
of HCPs close to the time at which the molecule, after
plication of the second auxiliary pulse, has reversed its ro
tional motion~i.e., a short time after the molecule reaches
maximum orientation!. We then compute the time average
the orientation

Q5
1

~t f2t i !
E

t i

t f

^cosu&~ t8!dt8, ~22!

where t i and t f are the times at which the HCPs train i
respectively, applied and turned off, and determine the va
of the peak field and the period of the sequence of HCPs
lead to optimal orientation, i.e., those that maximize the
eraged orientationQ.

The dynamics of the molecular orientation and the an
lar distribution corresponding to the maximum value ofQ
@see Eq.~22!# are displayed in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respec-
tively. The same qualitative behavior as in Fig. 2 is observ
but now the molecular orientation is stronger.

Generally, the orientation strength is destroyed at h
temperaturesT @10,11,13#. Thus, to achieve appreciable or
entation at finiteT we developed a three-auxiliary-pulse
scheme. We use pulses with a duration of 0.5 p
('0.0036t rot) separated by a delay time of 4 ps
('0.03t rot). The strengths of the first and the second au
iary pulses are taken asF15400 kV/cm and F2
5200 kV/cm. Following a similar procedure as for the tw
auxiliary-pulse scheme, the optimization was performed w
respect to the strengthF3 of the third auxiliary pulse, while
keeping the peaks of the subsequent train atFk
5600 kV/cm (k.3). To suppress the adverse effect of t
thermal average on the molecular orientation, gener
stronger pulses with shorter delay times are required. Th
why we have taken the limit values~within the range of
pulse parameters considered here! for the duration of the
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pulses and the time delay between them as well as for
peak amplitudes of the train of HCPs.

The results are depicted in Fig. 5 when the time dep
dence of the thermally averaged orientation is displayed
different values of the temperature. As shown in Fig.
within our scheme, a strong molecular orientation~compared
to other methods@10,11,13#! can be achieved and maintaine
even at finite temperatures. It is worth noting that the f
that the orientation shown in Fig. 5 is maintained for
shorter interval of time than in the case of Fig. 4 is no
temperature effect. It is due to the fact that in Fig. 5 t
period of the pulses has been set to a half of the period u
in Fig. 4 while keeping the same number of applied kic
Therefore one can maintain the molecular orientation
larger times by applying more pulses.

V. CONCLUSION

The prime motivation of this work is to identify the pa
rameters of HCPs that, when applied to a polar linear m
ecule, lead to strong molecular orientation. To achieve

FIG. 4. ~Color online! ~a! Time dependence of the orientatio
parameter^cosu& obtained with the field parameterst150, t2

536 ps ('0.26t rot), t3549 ps ('0.36t rot), tk5t31(k23)tp ,
tp58 ps ('0.06t rot), F1550 kV/cm, F25240 kV/cm, andFk

5540 kV/cm (k>3). ~b! The corresponding normalized angul
distribution of the probability density as a function of time andu.

FIG. 5. ~Color online! The thermal average (^^cosu&&) of the
orientation parameter vs the time at different temperaturesT as
depicted in the figure. HCPs are applied at timest l5( l 21)tp @tp

54 ps ('0.03t rot), l>1] with strengthsF15400 kV/cm, F2

5200 kV/cm, Fk5600 kV/cm (k.3). The optimal values ofF3

are found to be about 375 kV/cm, 528 kV/cm, and 593.6 kV/c
for temperatures 2 K, 5 K, and 10 K, respectively.
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goal we started from a simplified two-level approximati
that yields analytical results for the appropriate pulse par
eters. The prediction of this model serves as a starting p
for full numerical calculations including the complete spe
trum of the system. Based on numerical optimization,
J.

y
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suggest further a procedure for inducing and sustainin
strong molecular orientation. Finite-temperature effects
included in the calculations, and it is shown that the mole
lar orientation achieved within our method is robust to th
mal averaging.
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